Application of semiological seizure classification to epileptic seizures in children.
To better define seizure characteristics and to examine whether semiological seizure classification (SSC) can be appropriately applied to the seizures of infants and children, we studied 152 videotaped seizures recorded in 133 children. Seizure semiology was described on the basis of a series of behavioural, sensory, and motor phenomena according to SSC. Special emphasis was placed on whether one semiology can be representative of a patient's whole semiology sequence. If one semiology was able to represent the whole sequence, the seizure was classified according to SSC. Ninety of 152 seizures (59.2%) could be classified as a single seizure type by SSC. However, only 19 of 53 seizures (35.9%) consisting of two semiologies, three of 24 seizures (12.5%) consisting of three semiologies, and one of eight seizures (12.5%) consisting of four semiologies could be classified according to SSC. Although SSC is very efficient, it is more accurately a descriptive terminology for clinical ictal events than a classification system.